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OCTOBERFEST 2005 fell on the first of 
October which turned out to be an absolutely 
gorgeous day. and lots of us gathered to feast 
on the great German Goodies and quaff the 

beer that is part of 
the traditional fare. 
Bill and Beryl Flynn 
brought the special 
“Wurst” from 
Baltimore and Joel 
and Tom set to 
work at the gas 
grilles at Great Oaks Marina. 
Soon there were wonderful 
aromas of sauerkraut and red 
cabbage and a table full of 
potato salad. Folks brought their 
own beer, but there was also 
some to share and loads of food 
for all. Our new members, Mike 
and Georgie Dunn, joined the 
festivities, while Norm and 
Sandra Bogarde and Ruth and 
Dick Boecker were just at their 
own marinas. Not far to come. 
Rich and Anne Segermark have 
had a busy summer, and Anne 
is back teaching music again. Al 
and Helen Powell drove , and 
Helen was bedecked in some 
lovely jewelry which she made ! 
She is really enjoying her hobby. 
Shirley Kennard brought a huge 
pot of sweet and sour red 
cabbage and Hunter brought his 
new camera.. (here are the 
results) Paul and Marge 
Kavanaugh thoroughly enjoyed 
seeing folks again after their 
New England jaunt... and a somewhat gimpy Marge was 
getting set for knee surgery soon. We wish her well.
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The Wurst Cooks- Tom & Joel
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Will and Logan drove up from 
Aberdeen Creek, as they were 
readying ACOMES for the fall 
cruise and Frank and Sharon 
Arsenault were just back from 
a month on the Southern Bay
in their BELLA VITA. We were 
all delighted to see Ed Plitt 
who came with Kathy, his all-
around helper who drives him 
about and sees to one hot 
meal a day for him. As you 
can see he looked very good! 
Ruth and Dick Boecker, Dick 
Jr. and Natalie brought along 
Riggins (of Rusty Rig) and 
Natalie’s cousin to feast with us. 
Margaret and Peter Madden, 
proud owners of a new (to them)  
35.5 w/keel.. dropped in on our 
gathering accompanied by their 
lovely dog. Logan quickly  
volunteered to dog-sit while they 
were introduced to the group. 
They are now our newest 
members. Commodore Ted and 
Carol Reinhold 
brought along a pair 
of their lifelong 
friends, Art & Elaine 
Anderson, from 
California, and as 
they appeared 
“Fritz” and “Hans” 
joined the party as 
our true German 
guests. They were the hit of the party.

Paul & Frank

Beryl & Anne

Marge & Helen

“Fritz” & “Hans”  
with their proper 
hats (and 
brushes),  
moustaches, 
shorts, knee 
socks and, of 
course,  beer 
mugs.
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Logan, and Sam.

Will, relaxing.

Ed Plitt, Charter Member
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Directions to the Crab Cake Factory from Route 50
Exit route 50 at exit number 23: Signs will read to route 450 (West Street). Proceed southeast 1.1 miles on 
West street toward Annapolis. Cross over route 2 and continue on West Street. The Crab Cake Factory is 
located on the right side of the road just past the Tate used car lot which is at the corner of Chinquapin 
Round Road and West street. There is a large “TATE USED CAR ” sign just before the restaurant. At the 
restaurant, turn in  and park behind the building. 
The address for the Crab Cake Factory is:    1803 West Street,         Tel: 410-626-9819.

For reservations, contact  Ted or Carol Reinhold by Thursday Nov. 10th
Tel: 410-544-3218 or e-mail: Crdiobpr@AOL.com 

MENU
Maryland Crab Cake and  Top Round 

Roast Beef au Jus
Garlic Mashed Potatoes

Snipped Green Beans with Honey and Onions
Tossed Garden Salad with choice of Bleu 
Cheese, Balsamic Vinegar & Oil, or Ranch 

dressings
Dinner Rolls

New York Style Cheesecake 
Coffee, Teas or Sodas

$32 per person

There are a lot of folks we haven’t see for ages. I know everyone gets pretty busy 
at this time of year, but please try to join us for this celebration. We miss you. 
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October the eighth dawned wet and wild
The winds were high but the temperature was mild.
BONKERS TWO left her slip around nine o’clock

and found out on the creek it was true roll and rock.
Thirty four knots from the South was enough
to send her back home. It was just too rough.

RHYTHM ‘s crew attempted to sleep in  the slip
as Carol and Ted delayed their trip.

SCUDDER decided there was just too much rain.
Sailing’s supposed to be fun, not a pain.

ACOMES, our leader, made it to Thomas point Light
then flew to the bridge. They were surfing, all right!
North of the bridge the wind proved pretty fickle.
It swung to the North West. Now that was a pickle!
There were miles to slog. It was too late for a “Uey”

so after dark they bumped into the Worton Creek buoy.
Early Sunday three stay-at-homes ventured forth

as the Sassafras was far, far to the North.
Each made Knight Island before it was dark,

but the trip was not exactly a lark.
The Bogardes had been holed up for days at anchor

and for company had begun to hanker.
Norm, ever active, had begun to get antsy,

And the arrivals really tickled his fancy.
WIND DANCER had left home early, avoided the storm,

but went aground (!) . Vino got them back in form.
We gathered ashore Monday for a lovely hike
to Mr. Harmon, a plantation with much to like.

Antiques and china, old boxwoods and a wow view,
but the purple kitchen was a bit too-too.

It was gray and gloomy but it rained not a drop
as we surveyed the surroundings from the roof top.

Mickey and Pat, the adventurous pair,
scooted up to Georgetown to see what was there.
RHYTHM hosted a long (and loud) cocktail time.

Logan’s bacon wrapped scallops were just sublime.
A small patch of blue appeared the next morn
but foul weather gear wisely had to be worn.
At eight thirty a.m. Norm awoke us to croon

 “Good Morning, CBCers...” to a familiar tune.
To honor  the glimpse, a sight for sore eyes,

There followed  a snippet of“Blue Skies” 
The vote was unanimous. We go, despite the wind,

to the North East River almost to the end.
SAVOIR FAIRE motored, RHYTHM and ACOMES raced,

and WIND DANCER wasr Havre de Graced.

A ship in harbor is safe, but 
that’s not what ships are for.

The group on the rooftop, with Ted & Carol’s son, Bruce, and three neat 
grandchildren.

The view from the roof. Our boats are just behind the trees, at anchor at 
Knight Island.

Mount Harmon: 

The welcoming committee.
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BONKERS TWO got caught in the “Sassafras Suck” 
and no amount of tacking brought them luck.

We dinghied into Charlestown for a nice walk around
but two dogs threatened Relay, who stood his ground.

Seemed the townfolk were upset. Loose dogs just weren’t right
and they hoped we’d complain at the town meeting that night.

But we all went to RHYTHM for a gathering (noisy!)
and beaucoup hors d’oeuvres, (they heard us in Boise !)

 Norm’s morning song had inspired us all
so Ted and Carol were Wednesday’s call.

A windy night, then  to North East for goodies,
and a miles long walk  for crab cakes at Woody’s.

It was a chilly evening and, whadda ya know?
ACOMES hosted the crew and got 12 below !

A visiting pair joined our happy horde,
from a beautiful trawler, newly living aboard.

Mickey and Pat provided the Thursday’s alarm
Not quite on key, but full of charm.

The weather was lousy, and the North wind was strong
So we rolled out our gennys and roared right along.

Some folks approached Fairlee wirh trepidation
as strong winds and waves caused consternation
WIND DANCER was awaiting us up near the shore

having sailed South the day before.
BONKERS TWO was last with a dinghyload of water

(something they did, but thay hadn’t oughter.)
and just as the anchor was dropped and cleated

They saw their dingy  had rapidly retreated.
Norm and Sandra to the rescue once more, 

they retrieved it befiore it reached the shore.
Norm hoisted it, dumped it, deflated it  and tied

it forward where it could easily ride
on the next day’s journey to Baltimore

and docking at the marina would be less of a chore.
BONKERS TWO was the scene of the evening’s party
Three hours we spent and the celebrating was hearty.

Our guest that night was  a singlehander, Paul,
headed North through the canal. We didn’t envy him at all.

 “Singing in the Rain”came from BONKERS on Friday
then  “Howdy Doody”  from ACOMES  to greet the new day.

Alas! we found that  BONKERS TWO’s prop
was wrapped in enough line to make it stop.

Logan hopped in her suit, got a knife and her mask,
jumped  in the cold water and tackled the task.

She worked and she worked and it wouldn’t come free
She used not one knife, to succeed it took three.

Sandra, Logan and 
Tom... the last 
Happy Hour.

Ted & Carol. dThat was one 
long walk!

Norm & Will. A 
Natty Bo and some 
crabcakes.

The Dinghy Brigade

Bruce and the kids in the garden
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She, at last, climbed aboard and we wrapped her up
and gave her hot drinks in a steaming cup.

SAVOIR FAIRE, tied alongside,
fired up a heater and took Logan inside.

Sandra clothed her well and wrapped her in fleece.
So she could get warm and her shivvering  cease.

It was anchors aweigh and we left one by one
(Fairlee channel in weather is not much fun.)

ACOMES, with her sturdy six foot keel
was treated to a very raw deal.

She went aground at the very first turrn.
as the channel depth was hard to discern.

With difficulty against the wind and the tide.
Will dinghied an anchor out to the side.
That pull got ACOMES off the ground

while RHYTHM, outside, circled round and round.
 Logan and Will soon restowed anchor, and dink,.

then I’ll bet they wished for a nice stiff drink.
The reach to the Patapsco was one fast sail
meaning a short trip to Baltimore without fail.

The beat up the river was a wee bit tough
so most of us just said “enough.”

We pulled into our welcome waiting slips
In spite of the weather, the best of all trips!

Singin’ in the rain, 
just singin’ in the rain.
Below it’s so cozy
I cannot complain.
It’s been a long trip
and tonight there’s a slip !
so I’m singin’, just singin’, 
in the rain.

Let the blustery winds roar
we’re away to Baltimore
The heading is fair
we can’t ask for much more.
The folks that we’ll meet
won’t be quite as beat,
Cause we’ve been sailing,
just sailing,
in the rain.

and BALTIMORE WAS A BLAST !
While the cruisers were scudding across the bay toward the Patapsco, some other boats were slogging their 
way northward against a rough sea and strong winds. CHANTEY, and AIRBORNE  and BROAD ARROW 
made the rough trip and greeted the cruisers in a windy Annapolis Harbor East Marina.  (The Bogardes, who 
had been “at sea” for several weeks went home to start 
putting SAVOIR FAIRE to bed.) As each boat pulled in 
there were willing volunteers to catch lines and snug them 
in against a stiff broadside wind.The cruisers weren’t really 
up to a big night out, looking mainly for a hot shower and a 
good secure night’s sleep, but, of course, we did have our 
usual happy hour gathering on the dock  Saturday was a 
glorious, sunny day, and folks slowly appeared, revelling 

in the sunshine. 
Folks went their 
own ways that 
day.. a couple to 
the Visionary Art 
Museum, as few 
to visit shops, and several out to have a really good lunch at 
MdCormick and Schmicks, nearby. Just time for a nice nap before 
Cocktail time and some landlubbers came to join in. Ruth and Dick 
Boecker and Bill and Beryl Flynn drove in, and Norm and Sandra 
Bogardle, all rested, came too. Carol and Doc Johnson, who would 
be bunking in with the Kavanaughs, arrived, bearing their packages in 
a wheelchair! This was a delight for Hunter who could scoot around the 
party like a whiz!  Several boats from the West River Saling 

Logan; warming up.

Happy Hour, Saturday Afternoon.

The group. Logan before the fall.
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Association joined us that afternoon, after another wild ride North. 
and Logan, in her haste to present name tags to the two young lads  
(7&9) who had sailed in with their Dad, managed to trip on a cleat and 
take a dive into the pristeen (ha!) waters of Baltimore Harbor. 
Fortunately she still had some more clean and dry clothes, so she 
returned to the party very quickly. The party continued until it grew dark 
and a fantastic full moon rose in the East, down the river, and it was time 
to wend our way to Fells Point for the Ghost Walk! Marge Kavanaugh, 
whose knee was due for replacemet surgery, was gleefully along for 
the ride in the wheel chair. The storyteller, a black caped lady, told us 
wild tales of the Fells Point of old and the ghouls and ghosties that 
frequent the old homes and pubs there. Our guide brooked no 
nonsense from our group. Whoooooooo!
Sunday morning was really windy! Plates and dishes had to be weighted down, but our spirits were all most 
buoyant as Tom and Joel began preparation of their scrumptuous Sausage and Apple dish and Paul and 
Marge set up the pancake counter and popped the champagne corks for Mimosas. The breakfast was a 
marvelously filling affair, but with one eye on the weather forecast, most folks 
pulled out by 10:30 for a rip (literally) roaring sail home. A fast Genoa run 
down the Patapsco, then a reach to the bridge with gusts of 40K.
It was really a wild ride. Shirley and Hunter had to winch in the Genoa roller to 
get the sail in and had a horrific time getting settled into their slip with 25K on 
the beam. Bob and Prue Clopp blew our the Genoa, had alternator trouble, 
and had to call Towboat US. The tow, unfortunately, dropped them on the 
wrong side of a marker where they went aground. At least they were decent 
enough to come back and haul them off. Everyone reported really wild rides 
home.. but it had been a neat weekend. We met some great folks from the 
WRSA and hope we’ll have a chance to get together again.
Here is the account of ACOMES’s trip home:

“We tried to start the engine north of the Bay Bridge and found out there was water in the engine.  Long 
story short, we finally beat up the South River and anchored in Almshouse Creek.  Worked on the engine 
until about 9pm Sunday trying to get the water out and oil into the cylinders.  Batteries were low by this point 
so we went home, charged one up and went back yesterday.  The engine started!!!!  (We followed the 
directions in Calder's Mechanical and Electrical Systems of Boats.)  The oil and lube pressure light came on 
so today we'll change the oil and try again.  We didn't think we had water in the oil but apparently we did.  
Calder says to change it twice so Will is getting enough supplies to do that.  As soon as it runs right, we'll 
move into the slip.  Sure is a lot better than $5k or so for an engine rebuild:)  I'm going to send Calder an e-
mail thanking him for all the times he has saved us.

The cause was that the water anti-siphon hose loop had fallen down and was parallel or lower than the water 
line.  Lack of preventive examination.”

Three cheers and a hip hooray for Paul Kavanaugh and Marge who organized thie weekend, setting up  our 
slip arrangements with Millie at the Marina, and doing such a great job with the Breakfast. I guess we can’t 
blame him for the excess of wind on the way home.

Kathy, Prue & Logan: A windy Breakfast

Paul: Mr. Pancake Man

The Halloween Barbecue & Auction was one great party!
Your next issue will tell and show you all about it 

in living (and ghastly)color.
 You folks who weren’t there missed one hoot of a time.
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Hi Shirley and Hunter,

We think about both of you often and our friends in the CBC.  We found that Florida was not 
the place we wanted to retire to for many a reason which we won't bore you with right now.  
Actually as we approached retirement, our first choice for relocating was on the coast of NC.    
I pushed very hard for Florida and "won" the relocation decision only to find out that our fond 
rememberances of the area which we had visited a number of times over the years wasn't quite 
what we remembered from the past.  That is a whole different story that we'll share at a 
different time- maybe at one of the CBC dinners.

We are living in Hampstead, NC about 10 minutes from where Judy and Tom Taylor reside.  We 
were very fortunate to find this home as the prices, as you must know, have sky rocketed.  We 
are in a community called Olde Point that has its own boat ramp that slips into the Intracoastal 
Waterway which is only two blocks from our home.  We can see Topsail Island from the ramp!  At 
night we can hear the Atlantic Ocean's pounding  surf from our driveway.

As you know, we sold our sailboat a year ago last December but plan to buy (and close your 
eyes) a POWER BOAT  this spring, most likely a 18-19 foot center console fishing boat.  Jay 
and I both enjoy getting to the beaches (and there are many nearby) in a hurry with the luxury 
of beating it back to the ramp in a hurry with oncoming thunderstorms.  The Taylors have 
hooked us on fishing and we just finished a week long  excursion with them to the Cape 
Hatteras.

We do miss everyone and hope to continue our membership in the club even if we only make a 
couple of events during the year.

Which reminds me,  our new home address and email contact is:

Joe and Jay Heidel
703 Cordgrass Road
Hampstead, NC 28443
E-mail,    jheidel1@bellsouth.net

NEWS FROM NORTH CAROLINA

OUR SLATE OF OFFICERS FOR 2006

COMMODORE  -  WARREN JOHNSON
 VICE COMMODORE  -  WILL HOTTLE

REAR COMMODORE  -  DEBORAH COONS
TRUSTEE  -  FAYLA SHERRER

TRUSTEE  -  RICH SEGERMARK
SECRETARY  -  BERYL FLYNN
TREASURER  -  DAVE BURKA

COME PIPE THEM ABOARD AT THE FALL DINNER, NOVEMBER 12


